The Inner and Outer Extension Theorems
We start to recall the relevant traditional concepts. Our main references will be the [2] articles (10) and (24) . The entire paper assumes a nonvoid set X, which carries the set systems under consideration. A nonvoid set system S in X is called a paving. The most frequent ones are the lattices (with respect to ∩∪) and the rings and algebras. For a paving S we define S ⊂ S σ ⊂ S τ and S ⊂ S σ ⊂ S τ to consist of the intersections and unions of the finite/countable/arbitrary subpavings of S. One of the most fundamental concepts is that of the • compact pavings for • = στ , of which the counterpart • = is trivially fulfilled.
In the present context the usual set functions on a paving S are the isotone ϕ : S → [0, ∞[ or [0, ∞] . For these ones we recall the notions (almost) downward /upward • continuous for • = στ , of which • = is trivially fulfilled, and inner/outer regular M for a subpaving M ⊂ S. For a set function ϕ : S → [0, ∞] on a lattice S we recall the notions modular and super/submodular. In case ∅ ∈ S the function ϕ is called a content iff it is isotone with ϕ(∅) = 0 and modular; this is the usual notion when S is a ring.
We conclude the list of traditional concepts with the Carathéodory class for a set function ϑ : P(X) → [0, ∞] with ϑ(∅) = 0, defined to be C(ϑ) := {A ⊂ X : ϑ(M ) = ϑ(M ∩ A) + ϑ(M ∩ A ) for all M ⊂ X} ⊂ P(X); its members are called measurable ϑ. The basic properties of C(ϑ) are collected in [2] (24) sect.2. Beyond ϑ(∅) = 0 the class C(ϑ) can be defined after [1] pp.40-42, but the explicit definition will not be needed in the sequel.
Next we recall from [2] (24) 3.1 the basic concepts for set functions in [1] and [2] . Let S be a lattice with ∅ ∈ S, and • = στ . We define an isotone ϕ : S → [0, ∞[ with ϕ(∅) = 0 to be an inner • premeasure iff it can be extended to a content α :
These contents α are called the inner • extensions of ϕ. Note that an inner • premeasure is downward • continuous and modular. Likewise we define an isotone ϕ : S → [0, ∞] with ϕ(∅) = 0 to be an outer • premeasure iff it can be extended to a content α :
• is upward • continuous and α is outer regular S
• .
These contents α are called the outer • extensions of ϕ. Note that an outer • premeasure is upward • continuous and modular. The deviation relative to the value ∞ is of course in order to avoid the difficulties known from the traditional treatment for • = σ. These definitions produce the natural tasks to characterize the inner and outer • premeasures and to describe their collections of inner/outer • extensions. The fundamental idea to solve these tasks is to introduce the inner and outer • envelopes: For an isotone set function ϕ : S → [0, ∞] on a paving S with ∅ ∈ S and ϕ(∅) = 0 we define for • = στ these envelopes ϕ • and ϕ
in the usual notations and with inf ∅ := ∞. Thus ϕ ϕ σ ϕ τ and ϕ ϕ σ ϕ τ . Their simplified forms for • = σ and basic properties are collected in [2] (10) sect.2 and (24) sect.1.
The extension theorems in [2] (10) sect.3 and (24) sects.3 and 4 then read as follows. Let S be a lattice with ∅ ∈ S and • = στ .
1.1 Inner Extension Theorem. For an isotone set function ϕ :
is a content on an algebra for • = and a measure on a σ algebra for • = στ . 1) ϕ is an outer • premeasure.
In this case all outer • extensions of ϕ are restrictions of ϕ
is a content on an algebra for • = and a measure on a σ algebra for • = στ .
1.4 Addendum. We have the equivalence
⇐⇒ ϕ is upward • continuous and submodular, and
Moreover we want to recall the example [2](4) 5.4 based on [1] 4.11 with 5.6, which shows that condition (↑) cannot be dispensed with.
1.5 Example. There exists an isotone ϕ : S → [0, ∞] on a lattice S with ∅ ∈ S and ϕ(∅) = 0 with the properties
so that ϕ is an outer σ premeasure and upward τ continuous, but ϕ does NOT fulfil (↑) and hence is not an outer τ premeasure.
We conclude the present review with the fundamental Localization Principle [2] (24) 4.4. It requires for a pair of pavings P and Q in X the concept P Q := {A ⊂ X : A ∩ P ∈ Q for all P ∈ P}, called their transporter.
Preliminaries for the Representation Theorems
In the sequel the basic domains will be the nonvoid subsets
The most frequent E are positive-homogeneous with 0 ∈ E and lattices (with respect to the pointwise operations ∧∨).
+ ∈ E for all 0 < t < ∞; note that f = f ∧ t + (f − t) + . We emphasize that E need not be stable under addition and under difference formation.
For a positive-homogeneous lattice E ⊂ [0, ∞] X with 0 ∈ E we define
f ∈ E and 0 < t < ∞} ⊂ P(X), as in [2] (19) sect.1 and 3 for E ⊂ [0, ∞[ X ; both are lattices with ∅. Likewise for a lattice S with ∅ ∈ S we define Inn(E) = um(E) = (E) and Out(E) = lm(E) = >(E), Inn(S) = UM(S) and Out(S) = LM(S).
One verifies for these E and S the equivalences
The most basic concept is the Choquet integral, in [1] sect.11 called the horizontal integral. Let S be a lattice in X with ∅ ∈ S and ϕ :
both times as an improper Riemann integral of a decreasing function 0. One verifies that for f ∈ Inn(S) ∩ Out(S) the two second members are equal. The basic properties of the Choquet integral are collected in [2] (10) subsect.5.3. In particular it coincides with the usual integral f dϕ for a measure ϕ on a σ algebra S and a ϕ measurable function f :
For the remainder of the section we fix a positive-homogeneous lattice E ⊂ [0, ∞] X with 0 ∈ E. We consider isotone functionals I : E → [0, ∞] with I(0) = 0. The relevant basic notions are listed in [2] (10) subsect.5.2. As above we define for • = στ the inner and outer • envelopes I • and I
• 2.1 Remark. Let ϕ : Inn(E)/Out(E) → [0, ∞] be isotone with ϕ(∅) = 0 and I(f ) = −f dϕ for f ∈ E (which makes sense after (Inn) and (Out) above). Then I < ∞ implies that ϕ < ∞. This is a simple consequence of the definitions.
After this we turn to the representation theorems in their initial versions. First comes the Greco type theorem [2](4) 2.12, and then the inner and outer • theorems [2](10) 7.2 and 7.1.
X is a positive-homogeneous Stonean lattice with 0 ∈ E and I : E → [0, ∞] isotone with I(0) = 0. Then the following are equivalent.
1)
There exists an isotone ϕ : Inn(E)/Out(E) → [0, ∞] with ϕ(∅) = 0 such that I(f ) = −f dϕ for all f ∈ E. 2) I is Stonean: I(f ) = I(f ∧ t) + I((f − t) + ) for f ∈ E and 0 < t < ∞, and truncable:
In this case the set functions ϕ in 1) are precisely those with I (χ A ) ϕ(A) I (χ A ) for all A ∈ Inn(E)/Out(E).
Inner Theorem
X is a positivehomogeneous Stonean lattice with 0 ∈ E and I : E → [0, ∞[ isotone with I(0) = 0. Then the following are equivalent.
1)
In this case the unique set function ϕ in 1') fulfils
We add the next consequence which is remarkable because it depends on the deep theorem [2] (10) In this case the unique set function ϕ in 1') fulfils
X .
2.6
Outer Consequence (• = στ ). In the situation of 2.5 under the assumptions 1')2') the functional I
• is subadditive.
The proof corresponds to that of 2.4. Thus we see that up to this point the inner and outer procedures are quite parallel. However, the next section will show a different picture.
The Inner and Outer Representation Theorems
We start with the inner situation. This part of the section assumes a positivehomogeneous Stonean lattice E ⊂ [0, ∞[ X with 0 ∈ E and an isotone functional I : E → [0, ∞[ with I(0) = 0, that is the situation of the inner theorem 2.3.
3.1 Remark (• = στ ). We have the equivalence I(v) = I(u) + I • (v − u) for all u v in E ⇐⇒ I is Stonean and downward • continuous and supermodular, and I(v) I(u) + I • (v − u) for all u v in E. Proof of ⇒. I is Stonean, because for f ∈ E and 0 < t < ∞ we have f − f ∧ t = (f − t)
+ ∈ E and hence
I is downward • continuous by [2] (10) 5.10.5. And I is even modular, because for u, v ∈ E we have
Proof of ⇐. We combine 2.4 with I • |E = I from [2](10) 5.10.5 to obtain
Inner Representation Theorem (• = στ ).
The following are equivalent.
1) There exists an inner • premeasure ϕ :
In this case the inner • premeasure ϕ in 1) is unique and ϕ := I (χ.)|Inn(E).
X . Moreover I is additive (for u, v ∈ E with u + v ∈ E as in [2] (10) sect.5.2) and modular.
Proof. Combine the former version [2] (10) 7.6 with the above 3.1. The final assertions are clear from 2): For u, v ∈ E with u + v ∈ E one has I(u + v) = I(u) + I • (v) = I(u) + I(v), while the previous proof ⇒ shows that I is modular.
We turn to the outer situation. We need two lemmata. 3.3 Lemma. Let S be a lattice with ∅ ∈ S and R(S) the generated ring. For each pair of functions u v in Out(S) with u < ∞ then v − u ∈ Out((R(S)) σ ).
Proof. By assumption [v > t], [u > t] ∈ S for 0 < t < ∞, and the assertion is [v − u > t] ∈ (R(S))
σ for 0 < t < ∞. We claim for 0 < t < ∞ that
which implies the assertion. Proof of ⊃:
Proof of ⊂: Let x ∈ X be in the left side, that is v(x) − t > u(x), and take some rational 0 < s < ∞ with v(x) − t > s > u(x). Then
which is contained in the right side. 3.4 Lemma (• = στ ). Let S be a lattice with ∅ ∈ S, and assume that the isotone ϕ :
Proof. It is clear that ϕ is modular and upward • continuous; hence [2] (10) 2.8 asserts that ϕ
• is submodular and upward σ continuous. i) By [1] 3.4 (which for the present situation is due to Hausdorff) the restriction ϕ|T has a unique extension to a content Φ : R(T) → [0, ∞[. We claim that Φ = ϕ
• |R(T), so that ϕ
• |R(T) is seen to be modular. Thus let M ∈ R(T). From [1] 1.21 we obtain a finite sequence
We obtain
and hence Proof of ⇒. The proofs that I is Stonean and upward • continuous are as in the proof of 3.1. To see that I is modular first consider u, v ∈ E with u < ∞. Then as before
Now consider arbitrary u, v ∈ E. For 0 < t < ∞ then
and hence for t ↑ ∞ the assertion since I is upward • continuous. Proof of ⇐. This part is as in the proof of 3.1, with 2.6 instead of 2.4. The next result is the fundamental new fact in the outer representation context. The decisive point is that no condition of the type (↑) in the earlier outer 1.3 is involved.
3.6 Fundamental Lemma (• = στ ). In the situation of 2.5 and under the assumptions 1')2') we have the equivalence
Proof of ⇒. 
X from 2.5. We conclude as in the proofs of 2.4 and 2.6 from [2](10) 5.6.iv)⇒i) applied to ϕ
• |(R(T)) σ and the above i) that I
• |Out (R(T)) σ is additive. iii) Now to be shown is I(v) I(u)+I
• (v−u) for all u v in E with u < ∞. We can assume that I(v) < ∞ and hence I(u) < ∞. Thus by definition the
and hence are ∈ T. Hence u, v ∈ Out(T), and we conclude from 3.3 that
, so that we can assume f g 1. For n ∈ N we have nf ∧ 1 ∈ E, with nf ∧ 1 ↑ χ A for n → ∞ and hence I(nf
• is upward σ continuous by [2] (10) 5.10.8. Likewise ng ∧ 1 ∈ E with ng ∧ 1 ↑ χ B and I(ng ∧ 1) ↑ ϕ(B) for n → ∞. iii) For n m in N we have by the present assumption
and hence for n → ∞ from ii)
We come to the main theorems. 3.7 New Outer Representation Theorem (• = στ ). In the situation of 2.5 the following are equivalent.
1-) There exists an isotone ϕ :
In this case the set function ϕ in 1-) is unique and ϕ := I (χ.)|Out(E). It fulfils
Proof of 1-)⇒2-). The set function ϕ satisfies 1'), and hence I satisfies 2'). Then the implications 3.6 ⇒ and 3.5 ⇐ furnish the assertion 2-).
Proof of 2-)⇒1-). The implication 3.5 ⇒ furnishes 2') and hence 1') and I(v) I(u) + I • (v − u) for all u v in E with u < ∞, and then 3.6 ⇐ furnishes ϕ(B) ϕ(A) + ϕ
• (B\A) for all A ⊂ B in Out(E). Combined with the fact that ϕ
• is submodular this leads to the assertion 1-).
However, there is an essential difference between the conditions 1-) in the present 3.7 and 1) in the inner representation theorem 3.2: the present condition 1-) is NOT for the outer • premeasures ϕ : Out(E) → [0, ∞], but for the isotone set functions ϕ : Out(E) → [0, ∞] with ϕ(∅) = 0 and ϕ(B) = ϕ(A) + ϕ
• (B\A) for all A ⊂ B in Out(E). The outer extension theorem 1.3 asserts that the two classes coincide in case • = σ, but example 1.5 shows that they can be different in case • = τ . In that case our former outer • representation theorem [2] (10) 7.3 introduced a certain counterpart to the earlier condition (↑) and thus was able to involve the outer • premeasures ϕ : Out(E) → [0, ∞] in both • = στ . This procedure will be our final step below. But we want to emphasize that the new outer • representation theorem 3.7 is a fundamental equivalence assertion as well.
We define for an isotone functional I : E → [0, ∞] on a positive-homogeneous Stonean lattice E ⊂ [0, ∞] X with 0 ∈ E and I(0) = 0 the condition (⇑) I τ (f ) = sup{I τ (f ∧ u) : u ∈ E with I(u) < ∞} for all f ∈ [0, ∞] X with I τ (f ) < ∞, which as before is of inner regular kind. And as before its counterpart for • = σ is superfluous. One then obtains the final result which follows.
